
International Camporee Offsite Parade Car Coordinator 
 
The Offsite Parade Car Coordinator will be working with community car owners to organize cars for community 
parade. 
 
Accountable To - Parade Coordinator.   
 
Budget - $0.00.  
 
Parade Car Sponsor - The Parade Car Coordinator is to look for one or more sponsors so the car owners and or 
drivers can receive a souvenir T-shirt and/or other thank you gift. 
 
How To Acquire Convertible Cars – Contact Campbell County Visitor Bureau Executive Director  
 
Number of Convertibles Needed - 9 to 15 cars. The car numbers are to be determined by the parade coordinator.  
 
Insurance - Each car must provide written proof of insurance and the Camporee insurance company representative 
must approve in writing their approval.  
 
Car Breakdown Plan - Make sure a wrecker is on call to remove any broken down car from the parade route quickly if 
needed. 
 
Parade Car Arrival Times & Parade Windshield Pass - To be provided by the Parade Car Coordinator. 
 
Before & After Camporee - The Parade Car Coordinator is to develop a personal relationship with each car driver and 
or owner. A personal greeting before the camporee and thank you note after the camporee is a follow up expectation. 
 
Photography - the Parade Car Coordinator is to line up a professional photographer to show off each parade car and 
driver. If the car guest riders are available, please take a photo of them in or beside their parade car.  
 
Who Rides In What Car - The Parade Car Coordinator is to work with the Parade Coordinator to invite specific people 
in writing to RSVP so they know in writing what specific car they will ride in BEFORE July 4. The names of each 
guest rider should be written down and placed on the dashboard of each parade car so there is no confusion about 
who is riding in what car.  
 
Suggested Riders for Consideration - 

• GC President / officers 

• GC Youth Director / associates 

• World Division Youth Directors / associates 

• NAD Union President / officers 

• NAD Union Youth Director / associates 

• VIP Community Guest 

• VIP Pathfinders 

• Brainstorm other Ideas but keep in mind that some of these people may need to be on the parade review 
Grandstand  

 
 


